

CITs (ages 11-14) are treated as interns, so your ‘pay’ is the experience! Being a CIT allows you the unique
opportunity to have a hands on learning experience in a camp environment! This experience will better prepare you to
become a full time counselor in the future! We expect you to be: respectful, patient, helpful and responsible at all
times.



In June (dates/times TBD), we will have training sessions to learn how to become a CIT at Camp Fish and Game. At
that time, you will be able to meet the Director and Senior Counselors that you will be working with and have any of
your questions answered. You MUST attend the training session in order to be a CIT at Camp Fish and Game.



CITs are asked to be at camp at 8:15am every morning, to help with set up and you will be done with your day around
1:30pm, once all campers are picked up and clean up for the day is done.
o

If something ever changes with your schedule, please TEXT: 610-223-7755, WITH YOUR first & last
NAME & CHANGE IN SCHEDULE, no later than 7:30am that morning.



Throughout the camp day, your job is to assist the counselors, director and activities supervisors with all tasks,
including all set-up and clean-up. You are also asked to participate in all camp activities and be a role model for
the younger children. The children in your bunk will view you as someone who is ‘in charge.’ You must take this
very seriously. It is your job to help the children with anything they need and to guide them through their camp
day safely, while ensuring they have LOTS of fun!



We will provide you with Camp Fish and Game T-shirts that we expect you to wear, every day of camp. In addition
to the t-shirt, we ask that you wear sneakers and comfortable clothing that you can run around, get dirty and play in!
You must also have a swim suit under your clothing and bring a towel, sun block and flip flops for when we go to the
pool. You are expected to go in the water, with the campers, EVERY day. We will be spending a LOT of time
outside, so we highly recommend a hat as well.



We will provide nut-free snacks and drinks throughout the day. However, you must pack a NUT-FREE lunch for
yourself.
Being a CIT at Camp Fish and Game means that you agree with the following statements:

 I LOVE working with and playing with younger
kids!
 I LOVE helping younger kids learn how to do new
things!
 I describe myself as having HIGH ENERGY!
 I take direction VERY well!

 I give 110% to everything I do!
 I am VERY responsible!
 I am EXTREMEMLY patient!
 I am ALWAYS respectful!
 I can’t wait to be a camp counselor when I’m
older!

*If an individual is 14 & has interned as a CIT at Camp F&G for at least one summer, they are eligible to apply & interview for
a Jr. Counselor position. To apply, the interested applicant must email SummerCamp@fishngame.org.
However, some 14 year old returning Camp F&G CITs choose to intern for an additional summer to gain more experience & to
give themselves another year to grow & mature before taking on the full responsibilities of a Jr. Counselor.
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